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From Medicine to Public Health Impact: Vision 

What if public health had two 
things: 
• Access to the data from

 the health system and 
analyze it. 

• The ability to influence the 
health system to control 
disease and prevent 
outbreaks without massive 
effort?

The health system was 17.2% of the US economy in 2022

The Health System generates hundreds of billions 
terabytes of data a year, growing exponentially.   



Learning objectives

• Understand how health policy and interoperability standards have laid a foundation for 
using data from the health system and mobile devices for precision public health.

• Understand how next generation electronic health records systems (EHRs) will support 
precision population health surveillance and interventions through automated electronic 
case reporting (eCR) and advanced decision support systems.

• Understand how EHRs and public health data systems such as immunization registries will 
support precision population health interventions through bulk data queries.

• Understand how mobile technologies support engagement of consumers in precision 
public health surveillance and intervention.

“The future is already here – it's just not evenly distributed.”  William Gibson 



Policy foundations for precision public health
• “Meaningful Use” of electronic 

medical records (2009)
• Widespread adoption of EHRs 

achieved through an incentive 
program and penalties.
• Certified technology

• Integrated decision support
• Integrated health reporting*

• Public health laboratory reporting
• Immunizations
• “Syndromic” surveillance 

• (Admission discharge and transfer” 
feeds from Emergency Departments”
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Decision support in an EHR



Policy foundations II

• 21st Century Cures Act (2020, 
final rule)
• Access to EHR data by consumers 

and other providers without 
special effort

• Data available in Fast healthcare 
interoperability Resource 
standards

• Penalties for “information 
blocking” (not supporting access

• USCDI standard for semantic 
content of queries

USCDI image

Version 2



What does this mean for public health?

• EHRs can
• Respond to triggers in the 

medical record
• Can communicate with 

outside systems to return
the results of a query
• In a standard format
• With the same meaning 

across systems

Epic EHR FHIR Resources available for query at a patient level



From worst case information system design



What does this mean? Precision Public Health!

• A state or jurisdictional public 
health entity can define (based 
on reporting laws) a precise 
clinical event that triggers:
• Automated collection of existing 

data from an EHR
• Automated display of a form 

requesting additional data
• Automated transmission of the data 

in the form to public health
• In an interpretable standards-based 

way!

COVID-19 eCR reporting foundational systems



To a near optimal one: eCR Now Architecture

Assumptions

National high performance
cloud infrastructure for
public health

Central case adjudication
Central case routing



Rule authoring remotely

Rule integration into an EHR



Caveats and complexities: Single transmission of data 
doesn’t match the evolution of cases in clinical care

Opinion: There are better approaches
but this will work well enough if
triggering is implemented “natively”
in EHRs for performance.

For my view of a more optimal 
approach see: Mishara, Duke,
Karki et al. J Med Internet Res.
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/34383669/



Immunization Information System (IIS) access for 
precision population health

IIS

One way (reporting only) or two-way 
connections (patient-level data return)



High level of precision public health via IIS

“targeted identification of vaccination gaps”



Precision population health outreach

• Define population membership
• Compute risks of members of population

• Social determinants of health
• Geolinked vs. questionnaires

• Demographic factors
• (Often available in IIS systems)

• Clinical status
• EHR data

• Prioritize 
• Rule of rescue? Health equity?

• Conduct outreach
• Measure outcomes
• Update population membership



VACTRAC: Vaccination status and outreach prioritization by 
social determinants of health by students

REDCap applicaton integrated with
Epic EHR



To overcome efficiency issues, replicate data in a FHIR 
server and support asynchronous bulk queries



CDC initiative for vaccine registry data access using 
Bulk FHIR

1. Expand queries using
using master person index

2. Maintain lists of patients
for optimal performance

3. Filter responses by vaccine?

Lessons learned from
VACTRaC:



HTML link
out via BMIC 
gateway

Link in to authenticate
Via BMIC gateway



Flexible Architecture to Target Populations by Clinic, 
e-Phenotype, Race and Ethnicity: Integration with Notable 



Mobile technologies and precision public health: 
Electronic contact tracing/exposure notification



Conceptual 
model of 
exposure
notification



Algorithm for secure, anonymous, risk assessment of 
COVID-19 exposure: lost opportunity?



UK experience

• 34 million smartphones
• 21 million installations
• 16.5 million active users
• 72% consent to notification 

w/ positive test
• 4.2 notifications per 

positive test
• 284K cases avoided
• 4K deaths



What limited success in the USA?

• Low rates of adoption due to 
politicization of COVID-19 and 
privacy concerns

• Bluetooth algorithm imprecision 
• Google and Apple proprietary 

concerns and implementation 
controls

• Slow test result return
• Slow issuing of keys (independent 

from return of clinical results)
• Low rates of sharing positive results



Reality check

• Limits due to
• Policy: Unwillingness to set aside HIPAA 

privacy regulations for clinical data
• Voluntary requirement for sharing 

exposures
• Focus: no collaboration with the health 

system on population efforts
• Delivery of results paired to GAEN use

• Design: 
• Response to testing was not integrated 

into applications
• Unable to modify what definition of 

exposure was or actions needed as 
pandemic evolved



Summary and conclusions

• Precision public health is possible 
• Requires a strong policy foundation (Meaningful use, 21st Century Cures Act, 

and maintenance of certification approaches)
• Collaborative view that integrates existing health system infrastructure into 

public health operations
• EHR technologies
• Standards
• Population health outreach efforts
• Public health supports sometimes rather than leading

• End-to-end design that includes the health system as a partner to achieve 
desired outcomes


